In a fuzzy environment, Decision Maker (DM) generally gives all objectives their vague targets. DM permits the objectives less than or equal to (or more than or equal to) aspiration levels by predetermining the respective tolerances. In this research, an approach to the case of the fuzzy multiple objectives linear programming problems with fuzzy goals in objective functions and constraints is described. This approach is associated with modifying the compromise model by reconstructing the membership functions by changing tolerances of the objectives using the principle of the interactive Attainable Reference Point Method to guarantee the optimization problem feasibility. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimization approach proposed here a numerical example is solved. .
Introduction
Several realistic optimization problems require taking into account multiple objectives, on the one hand, and various types of uncertainties, on the other. In the present paper an attempt has been made to consider a type of generalizations with respect to the classical single-objective programming in the framework of multiobjective fuzzy programming (MOFP). fuzzy mathematical programming using fuzzy concepts to represent the ambiguity in systems optimization problems has been also progressed in various ways. In particular, fuzzy linear programming models and fuzzy multiple objective programming problems are designated for such a purpose [1] [2] [3] . In fuzzy set theory, a corresponding membership function is usually employed to quantify the fuzzy objectives and constraints. Using the linear membership function, Zimmermann proposed the min operator model to the Fuzzy Multiple Objective Linear Programming Problems (FMOLP) [4, 5] . _________________________________________________________________________ *Correspondence to E-Mail : taghreedma2005@yahoo.com Although the min operator method has been proven to have several nice properties ,the solution generated by min operator does not guarantee compensatory and efficient [6] . Lee and Li [7] proposed two-phase approach to overcome this difficulty, Yan-Kuen Wu, et al., [8] , proposed a compromise model for solving FMOLP, and presented an adjustable compromise index for the Decision-Maker (DM), that he/she only trade off this index; furthermore a fuzzyefficient solution between non-compensatory and fully compensatory obtained by using their compromise model. With progressive articulation of preference, there are a few approaches [9] [10] [11] , they need DM give the reference membership degrees at each step in terms of the current values and tradeoff rates between membership functions. However it is difficult to obtain the trade-off rates which are often approximate. Werners [12] proposed an interactive procedure to ask the DM to modify membership functions of objectives and constraints and applied the min operator to generate a fuzzyefficient solution. S.Y. Li, et al., [13] , proposed an interactive method based on the improvements of the objectives by altering their membership functions using the varying-domain method which is only designed for the special preference, where the difference among the objectives is determined by the strict priority order after DM has known the priority preference. Nevertheless, the varying-domain method is not proper when preference is not clear in actual environment. Chaofang Hu, et al., [14] , proposed an interactive satisficing method based on alternative tolerance for MOFP to overcome this difficulty. they obtained the efficient solution of MOFP by solving the lexicographic two-phase programming procedure introduced by E.S. Lee, et al., [15] . To guarantee the feasibility, the Attainable Reference Point(ARP) Method [16] is referred to improve the objectives by altering their membership functions. In this paper, an interactive approach for solving FMOLP problems with fuzzy goals in objective functions and constraints is described. This approach is based on the improvement of a compromise model for solving FMOLP [8] by improving the objectives by altering their membership functions using the principle of the ARP Method [16] , which guarantee the feasibility. The DM selects objectives attaining his/her preferences, the other objectives are improved. The process is continued until all the objectives are satisficing. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimization approach proposed here two numerical examples are solved. The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner, section 2, some previous concepts and results are stated. Section 3, is devoted to describe the interactive algorithm. While a numerical example is solved in section 4 . Finally, some conclusions are given in section 5.
Preliminaries 2.1 The Attainable Reference Point Method
In general, the multicriteria decision making (MCDM) problem is represented as:
where x is an n-dimential vector of decision variable,
 are m-distinct real-valued functions of x . These multiple objectives are usually incommensurate and in conflict with one another, Because of this, multiple objective optimisation is not to search for optimal solutions but for efficient (non-inferior, nondominated or Pareto-optimal) solutions that can best attain the prioritised multiple objectives as greatly as possible. Solving Multiobjective Optimization (MOP) problems usually requires the participation of a human decision maker who is supposed to have better insight into the problem and to express preference relations between alternative solutions. Many researchers have developed various methods for MOP problems are collected in [17, 18] . Xiaomin M. Wang [16] , proposed an interactive algorithm the ARP method is for finding a satisfactory solution to a general multicriteria decision making problem. The DM is only required to modify the reference value of the satisfactory objectives to generate a new attainable reference point in each iteration step. The lexicographic weighted Tchebycheff program associated with the attainable reference point is constructed to guarantee the efficiency of all discussed points. The value of the unsatisfactory objective chosen by the decision-maker is improved to be satisfactory. Thus its reference value doesn't need to be modified again in later iterations, and a satisfactory solution can be derived in finite steps. Definition 2.1 [19] :
x t is called an efficient (Pareto-optimal) solution of problem (1) if there does not exist any x  S (x ≠ x t ), so that F(x) ≤ F(x t ) and F(x) ≠ F(x t }, and x t is called a weakly efficient solution of such problem if there does not exist any x S (x ≠ x t ), so that F(x) < F(x t ), where f i (i = 1,..., k) are assumed for minimisation. Definition 2.2 [16] 
Fuzzy multiobjective optimization problem
In a fuzzy environment, DM generally gives all objectives their vague targets. DM permits the objectives less than or equal to (or more than or equal to) aspiration levels by predetermining the respective tolerances. Such a decision is often defined as follows [5] :
Since the pioneer papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] a great deal of work has been devoted to solve the MOFP problem. In almost all of the cases, and in a parallel way to the classical MOP, the research has been oriented towards the characterization of noninferior solutions in this fuzzy case. In a fuzzy environment, however, we have different possibilities to address an MOFP problem, extending in all the cases and generalizing the conventional MOP. These extensions and generalizations are as follows [20] 
are linear, as it will be in this paper, the model becomes a linear multiobjective optimization problem which is typically stated as
Two different models can be considered. 1. In the first the fuzzification of (2) leads to the following model:
where u  indicates, as usual, that there exist membership functions
the accomplishment degree of the th j constraint. 2. In the second the fuzzification of (2) is translated into both the coefficients of the technological matrix and the right-hand side. Then the model is defined as, 
Fuzziness in the objective functions
Two different models can be considered : 1. the coefficients in the objective functions are given by fuzzy numbers. Then the corresponding model can be defined as
is an  N vector of fuzzy numbers 2. the existence of fuzzy goals can be assumed. Then the problem is defined as
where i z are aspirations levels fixed, together with its respective membership functions, by the decision maker.
The Compromise Model
Yan-Kuen,et al. [8] , condidered the FMOLP linear form of problem (2) , and determined all membership functions , then converted the FMOLP problem into the following linear programming model by using the min operator method, yielded by Zimmermann. [5] .
where:   In order to offer any desirable compromise solutions between non-compensatory and fully compensatory to the DM, they associated preceding two-phase approach with the results obtained by min operator and propose following compromise model to solve the FMOLP.
may be considered as a compromise index for all membership functions.
As long as the DM determines the compromise degree among 0 and   to index  , the model (9) can be solved and obtained a fuzzy-efficient solution between non-compensatory and fully compensatory [8] .
3. Interactive satisficing approach based on the Attainable Reference Point Method.
Main features.
In this paper, the linear membership function is adopted for decreasing computation.
Following Werners [21] method, the possible range
for the i th objective function can be obtained as follows:
and Fig. (1) . Linear membership function of objectives for "  "
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For problem (2), a non-increasing linear membership function for the j th fuzzy constraint is usually formed to as follows:
For the crisp objective function of problem (2), the original tolerance of the objective may be not legible. Hence, following Chaofang Hu, et al., [14] , method the original tolerance of the i th objective function can be obtained from the payoff table of ideal solution as shown in Table 1 . For the minimization problem, the ideal solution is just the optimum of the single objective under the system constraint. That is: 
When all membership functions are determined, then the problem (2) can be converted into linear programming model by using the min operator method as described in problem (8) .
After solving problem (8), one optimal value   can be yielded. In fact, this   denotes that the satisfaction level for all membership functions can simultaneously obtain.
As long as the DM determines the compromise degree among 0 and   to index   , the problem (2) can be solved by the compromise model (9) . Let the optimal solution obtained from the compromise model (9) is x Yan et.al, [8] have proved that the optimal solution yielded by the compromise model (9) , is a fuzzy-efficient solution of (FMO) problem. Then the membership functions are improved by means of changing the tolerances of the objectives. The alternative membership functions during a solution process reflect the progressive preference, the determination of tolerance is key to the interactive method. Then Fig. (2) . New membership function for dissatisficing objective Then the following auxiliary programming is used to find the new tolerance and guarantee its attainability .
The optimal value   
. This assures that its next optimization result is able to locate the new tolerance. The increase of the tolerance reduces the feasible region.This principle dwindles the distance between the value of the objective and its aspiration level. According to the determined tolerances of all objectives, the new membership functions are constructed. Then the solution is obtained by solving the compromise model (9) again.The process goes on until a solution accepted by the DM is found. Let us now describe the proposed interactive algorithm step by step.
Step-by-step description of the proposed algorithm
Step 0: Ask the DM to specify the satisficing fuzzy resources j
for each of the constraints in (2) . Then the algorithm will solve problems (10), and (11), obtaining the range:   Step 2: The problem (2) will be converted into the min operator model as described in , there is not satisficing efficient and weak efficient solution; otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 9: According to the determined tolerances of all objectives, the new membership functions are reconstructed. Then go to step 2. let
Step 10: The process goes on until a solution accepted by the DM is found.
Numerical examples
To show that the results obtained from the compromise model is improved using the proposed approach, numerical examples will be solved. 
Example
Their tolerant limits are not described, so the payoff table is obtained as follow: 
Where S is the feasible region described in problem (15) .
Let the optimal solution of problem (16) , and the DM is shown these results. Table 3 . The results of the compromise solution of iteration 1,for example 1. 
is not satisficind to DM. Thus, the algorithm improve it by relaxing   
 
The following auxiliary problem will be solved:
, is satisficing such that its new tolerant limit is taken as 
where the fuzzy resources with the corresponding maximal tolerances are , and the DM is shown these results. The algorithm will try to improve the above results using the attainable reference point method as follow:
The result of   
Conclusions
In this paper, we make a study of the multiobjective linear programming problems with Fuzzy goals in the objectives and constraints and study compromise model introduced by Yan Wu et.al, [8] . This compromise model to improve the solution yielded by min operator. Moreover, to generate fuzzy-efficient solutions between non-compensatory and fully compensatory, and make an improvement of the generated fuzzy-efficient solutions by compromise model. The improvemrnt is based on reconstructing the membership functions by changing tolerances of the objectives using the principle of the interactive Attainable Reference Point Method introduced by Xiaomin M. Wang et.al, [16] , to guarantee the optimization problem feasibility The optimization results of the numerical examples show that this method can get improved results to the compromise model. In addition to the simple example in this paper, The proposed method can be applied to an engineering applications.
